2001 honda accord fuel pump relay

Click to see full answer Considering this, where is the starter relay on a Honda Accord? Also,
where is the fuel pump relay? The fuel pump relay is an electronic component that is found on
virtually all vehicles equipped with an internal combustion engine. It is often found in the fuse
box located in the engine bay and functions as the primary electronic switch that controls
power to the fuel pump. On most Honda Accords, the Main Relay is located on the dash on the
drivers hand side usually to the left of the steering column. Some are located to the right of the
column. Most car owners take their engine for granted until there is an issue with it. The car
can't stay running for long periods of time. If the car cranks and then dies almost immediately
after, then the main relay may be to blame. The Check Engine Light is on. Listen for a click when
the relay is energized. Check the energized condition of the relay contacts. Use a digital
multimeter DMM to test the resistance between each pole of the relay and the corresponding NC
and NO contacts for that pole. All NC contacts should read infinite resistance to the
corresponding pole. The main relay is a device that opens and shuts the fuel system, and in
most cars it also opens and shuts the ignition system. A common main relay problem is that the
car doesn't start if the interior of the vehicle gets hot. This is generally because of poor solder
application at the time of manufacture. The starter relay is in the fuse box located below the
dash. You have to remove the surrounding panel around the fuse box to see the relay. It is
mounted to the side of the car under the dash, right above the handle that you pull to open the
hood. My 96 Civic LX is doing the same thing. How to Replace the Main Relay in a Honda
Accord Verify that the problem doesn't stem from the fuel pump, ignition or any other source.
Disconnect the battery and find the main relay. Pull the main relay from its location. Unplug the
Honda Accord's relay from the main relay socket, which is the base connected to the wiring. If
the relay is faulty , it will not provide the power with the fuel system needs, and if the car gets
no fuel, the car will not start. Although there can be countless other factors, much more
common, preventing the engine from starting, there can be times when the main relay proves to
be the problem. Re: Accord LX Fuel Pump Relay It is located underdash and between the
steering column and the heater unit close to steering column. There are 7 wires connected to
the bottom the the relay. The main relay in a vehicle controls the fuel pump and supplies power
to the injectors. Knowing how to test a Honda main relay can help you better pinpoint the cause
when an electrical issue arises. It will be attached to a metal bracket. This ground triggers one
of the PGM - FI internal relays that sends battery voltage to the fuel pump for two seconds to
pressurize the fuel system. Remove the screw securing the fuse panel cover and remove the
cover. Reach to the top-right corner of the fuse panel to locate the turn signal relay. Push the
new relay into place until the tabs click on the sides to lock it in place. This switch shuts off the
fuel pump in the event of a collision. Once the switch has been tripped, it must be reset
manually in order to start the engine. The inertia switch is located on the toe-board, to the right
of the transmission hump, in the passenger-side footwell. Where Is the Fuel Pump Fuse?
Locating and identifying fuses may not be as easy as it sounds. Most automotive manufacturers
have standard fuse locations. The power distribution boxes and fuse panels are generally
located under the hood and under the dashboard, which makes finding their locations fairly
easy. Basically you have voltage directly from the battery to the fuel pump , even with the
engine turned off. You could use a jumper assembly with a toggle switch to manually turn on
and turn off the fuel pump. A Check Engine light will normally be observed as well. Low fuel
pressure: A fuel pump moves fuel from the fuel tank, through the fuel filter, and to the engine to
be burned in the engine cylinders. If the fuel pump or filter begins to fail, lower than specified
fuel pressure may cause various symptoms. The main relay is basically a switch that turns the
fuel pump on. If the relay fails, the fuel pump won't turn on and there won't be any fuel pressure
to check. If the relay is good and fuel pump is bad, then there will be no fuel pressure to check
either. Of the two, the relay is much easier to get to. Where is the fuel relay on a Honda Accord?
Category: automotive road side assistance. It is about half the size of a box of cigarettes and
has about six wires in two rows on the under side of the relay. How do you check a relay? What
is a main relay? Where is the starter relay on a Honda Accord? Where is the starter relay located
on a Honda Civic? How do you remove main relay from Honda Accord? Verify that the problem
doesn't stem from the fuel pump, ignition or any other source. How much is a Honda main
relay? What can a bad main relay cause? Where is the fuel pump relay on a 94 Honda Accord?
What does the main relay do in a Honda? Where is the main relay on a 94 Honda Accord? How
do you change a relay on a Honda Accord? Locate the fuse panel just beneath the dashboard
on the driver side of the car. Where is the fuel pump reset button? Where is the fuel fuse? Can
you bypass fuel pump relay? When I push the gas pedal nothing happens? Is it the fuel pump or
the relay? Similar Asks. Popular Asks. From time to time, vehicles can experience a wide range
of electrical issuesâ€”even those that are reliable, like Hondas. One of those problems can
involve the main relay. Fortunately, you might not have to rush off to a mechanic to check the

relay in your Honda. You can do it yourself by following some simple steps. Just about every
vehicle on the road today includes automotive relays. These components are basically switches
that open and close a circuit by electromechanical or electronic means. These parts are vital to
ensure proper electrical functionâ€”not to mention safetyâ€”in a vehicle. For example, if you
plugged your headlights directly into a headlight switch, you may surpass the amperage rating
and cause an electrical fire. Relays can also switch multiple things on simultaneously while
using one output, allowing, for instance, you to turn on your car's radio at the same time the
antenna extends. The main relay in a vehicle controls the fuel pump and supplies power to the
injectors. Knowing how to test a Honda main relay can help you better pinpoint the cause when
an electrical issue arises. There's a pretty simple way to tell if your main relay is affected.
Simply turn on the vehicle and see if it continues to run. If so, the main relay is okay. Should the
engine shut off, the main relay could be impacted. If you suspect you have a bad main relay in
your Honda, you should perform the following test to be sure. It can save you time, money, and
aggravation, as most parts suppliers don't take returns on electrical components. This is why
it's important to avoid buying a part you don't need. If your Honda is suffering from hot start
problems that affect cranking, this diagnostic test might be helpful, too. Consider printing it out
to help you while you're testing the relay. Here's how to do it:. Matthew Wright. Matthew Wright
has been a freelance writer and editor for over 10 years and an automotive repair professional
for three decades specializing in European vintage vehicles. Updated November 03, I have a
Accord coupe with K on it. This car is very well maintained as we perform all services and oil
changes on time. During the past 2 months, the car has not wanted to start 5 times. When this
started happening the car would crank quickly, strong battery, and would fire after the fourth or
fifth attempt. The last 2 times the car would not start. I came back later and it cranked right up.
Yesterday I drove the car in the early morning and parked it all day. When I came back around 4
it would not start. I cranked it repeatedly about 6 - 8 times, not joyâ€¦ So I came back this
morning and it cranked right up. The car drives very smoothly with good power and no missing
ignition. We had this in the shop last week and they found nothing wrong but cleaned the
throttle body and replaced the plugs. Looks like that is the only trend we can see at present. The
main fuel pump relay is located under the dash above the drivers left knee. Over time the solder
joints in the relay crack. Then when the interior of the vehicle reaches a certain temperature be
it hot or cold, the solder joints in the relay open up to where the fuel pump gets no voltage.
Once the interior of the vehicle reaches the perfect temperature where the solder joints
reconnect, the engine starts with no problem. Many Hondas of this era are under a Recall for
faulty ignition switches and this can cause problems such as the one your car is having. A
quick look shows yours is under a switch Recall but not for that reason. This has more to do
with the interlock than an electrical breakdown. However, just because your car is not under a
Recall for failed switch contacts does not mean the switch is fine. Many non-covered cars suffer
the same problems as the covered ones but politics being what it is, the car makers often
succeed in keeping the damage to a minimum as far as numbers go. Thanks everyone for the
pointer on the pump relay. From the image on the website this looks like a user replaceable part
assuming I can find it and reach it. The contacts inside the main relay get burntâ€¦or eroded
over time and dont make the proper electrical connections to enable the car to start and
runâ€¦This is Massively common on this vehicleâ€¦ You can actually repair the relayâ€¦by
cleaning the contact points inside of itâ€¦but most people just swap it outâ€¦. My Honda Accord
is doing the same thing. However, as of yesterday, now it only cranks and will not turn over.
What should I do? If it cranks, it does turn over. Are you saying it does not start and run? If so,
the fuel pump relay and the ignition switch described above are possible problem areas. When
you turn the key to Run not all the way to Start the fuel pump should run for a few seconds. You
or someone close to the gas tank or fuel filler may hear it. Does it run? All, Any help would be
appreciated. Ideas would be greatly appreciatedâ€¦ Many thanks, Mark. Just something for
consideration anyway. Many thanks for the advice. I had the fuel pump relay replaced in my car
and now the car is starting just fine! This page is for personal, non-commercial use. The fuel
pump relay is an electronic component that is found on virtually all vehicles equipped with an
internal combustion engine. It is often found in the fuse box located in the engine bay and
functions as the primary electronic switch that controls power to the fuel pump. The fuel pump
relay is usually controlled by the ignition or powertrain control module, and when switched on,
will provide current to the fuel pump so that it may function. As the fuel pump relay controls
power to the fuel pump, any faults with it can cause issues with the fuel pump, which can cause
drivability problems for the vehicle. Usually a bad or failing fuel pump relay will produce a few
symptoms that can alert the driver of the issues. One of the first symptoms of an issue with the
fuel pump relay is an engine that suddenly stalls. If the fuel pump relay has an issue while the
vehicle is operating it will cut off power to the fuel pump, which will cause the engine to stall. A

faulty relay may allow the vehicle to be restarted a short while later, while a completely failed
relay will not. Another symptom of a faulty fuel pump relay is an engine that does not start. If
the fuel pump relay fails the fuel pump will be left without power. The engine may still crank
when the key is turned, however it will not be able to start due to lack of fuel. This symptom can
also be caused by a wide variety of other issues, so having the vehicle properly diagnosed is
highly recommended. Another symptom that may hint at an issue with the fuel pump relay is no
noise from the fuel pump when the key is switched on. Most fuel pumps will produce a low
volume hum or whine which can be heard from inside the vehicle if listened for closely, or from
the outside of the vehicle, near the fuel tank. If the fuel pump relay fails, it will cut off power to
the fuel pump, which will render it inoperable, and therefore silent when the ignition is on. While
the fuel pump relay is a very simple component, it plays a very important role in the proper
operation of the vehicle. If your vehicle is displaying any of the symptoms above, or you
suspect that your fuel pump relay is having an issue, have the vehicle inspected by a
professional technician to determine if the component should be replaced. This article originally
appeared on YourMechanic. Autoblog is partnering with YourMechanic to bring many of the
repair and maintenance services you need right to you. Get service at your home or office 7
days a week with fair and transparent pricing. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also
how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories
free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site,
we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Here are the symptoms of a bad or failing fuel pump relay Check this out if you think
you're having fuel pump relay issues. Share 0 Comments. Engine stalls One of the first
symptoms of an issue with the fuel pump relay is an engine that suddenly stalls. Engine does
not start Another symptom of a faulty fuel pump relay is an engine that does not start. No noise
from the fuel pump Another symptom that may hint at an issue with the fuel pump relay is no
noise from the fuel pump when the key is switched on. Looking for an OBD2 code reader to
diagnose your check engine light? Check out dozens of great OBD2 scanners here Buy Now
Autoblog may receive a share from purchases made via links on this page. Pricing and
availability is subject to change. Auto Repair Maintenance Ownership. Sign in to post. X Sign in
to post Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing.
Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker.
Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site.
Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the
option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you
have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned
off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name.
Cancel Change Name. If you there is no power to the fuel pump or the relay, then there may be a
possible electrical issue with the vehicle. I would first verify that the main EFI, fuel pump, and
ignition fuses are not blown, as these can sometimes cut off power to the fuel system. The
ignition circuit, which includes the ignition switch, controls power to many components,
including the fuel pump and relay. If there is an issue with the switch or the circuit, perhaps a
wiring problem, then power to the fuel system may be cut off. It may also be possible that the
fuel pump relay itself is bad and needs to be replaced. I recommend having a certified
mechanic, such as one from YourMechanic, check for any electrical problems and perform any
needed repairs. Q: No power to the fuel pump and the fuel relay is not getting power. My car has
an automatic transmission. Eduardo Ruelas Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed
above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our
terms of service for more details. Home Questions. What others are asking when i start my rav4
the rpm goes high for about 5 min althought that wasnt occur before a period of time ,, what
might be t Hello, thank you for writing in. There are several causes for high idle after starting.
The first thing to consider although it has its limits , is that the engine does need more fuel
when cold. This is why all cars Read more. Why does my car not move in reverse Toyota Avalon
Hello. If the car will work fine in drive and all other gears, but it will not move in reverse then
reverse gear has more than likely failed. That is the most common gear to fail first in this
transmission I would first attempt to procure the part there. In terms of the aftermarket if you are
reviewing on line pictures or diagrams, sometimes those are inaccurate Engine smells hot on
my Toyota Camry but isn't overheating Hi there. Not overheating, coolant level okay, and normal
operating temperature are all good things. The hot smell may be, engine oil burning. It could be,
the valve cover gasket leaking oil onto the exhaust manifold. This may account for Car won't
crank. It just clicks once but all the lights come on. A starter like any other mechanical and

electrical part is subject to failing sometimes for no apparent reason. However, sometimes this
is misdiagnosed as well and often times mistaken for something much more simple like a fuse
or starter relay Hi there. If you download our mobile app, you can set up an automatic updates
when all services are due. However, if you live outside the United States, we're not able to
provide you with repair or maintenance solutions. Car stalls and sputters while in idle Claimed
by Kevin Gainer. I would definitely start with having the wheels and tires checked for balance
and wobble. If they are fine, it is usually caused by a bad engine mount or CV axle. Both of
these are common on this I hear the fuel pump coming on but sometimes it won't start Just
because you hear the fuel pump run does not mean it is pumping the correct pressure to the
injection system. If the pressure is real low or the filter is plugged solid, then the pump may not
get enough Related articles. Not only has Toyota increased its size to better compete with the
Dodge Grand Caravan and the Honda Odyssey, but you can How to Replace the Headlights on a
Toyota Prius Your headlights are one of the most important safety components for your car. A
broken headlight bulb can endanger yourself and others on the road. How to Quickly Stop a
Runaway Toyota Prius The The Toyota Prius is a plug-in hybrid vehicle that uses a combination
of a gas-powered engine and an electric motor to propel the vehicle. It is perhaps the most
well-known hybrid vehicle on the market and has a loyal Browse other content. Electric
Problems Inspection. For more information go to DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right
amount of fuel for all loads and speeds. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow,
DriveMotive fuel pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to
your en Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of
Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is thoroughly patterned
after to work like the ge Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and backed
by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver
outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part.
Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit.
Shop Honda Accord Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Sort by:. Part Number: M
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : Fuel pump motor; 1. Part
Number: AFE Part Number: BEC Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 12 of 12
results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for
your inta
r v power cord wiring diagram
electrical wiring diagrams outlets
harbor breeze light kit wiring diagram
ke system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Beck Arnley is a leading provi Feb 17, Great recomendable.
Great product easy install Gomes with everything. Julian Malisani. Purchased on Jan 28, Feb 05,
Works great!! Replaced part and fired right up!! Very very pleased! Donna Curo. Purchased on
Jan 01, Nov 01, William Huetjr. Purchased on Apr 30, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended
safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to
ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is
fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

